Dear all

You are warmly invited to the following LOGOS Extra Talk (online):

Tuesday, 9 February 2021, 4pm (Spain time)

Dimitrios Dentsoras (Manitoba), “Aesthetic Value, Location, and Narrative: The Case of the Parthenon Marbles”

The talk’s abstract, as well as all up-to-date details of future LOGOS Extra Talks, are on:

http://www.ub.edu/grc_logos/other-talks.php

The session will be held entirely online. Talk-plus-discussion will last for two hours, which will be followed by half an hour of Virtual Refreshments (VR), i.e. some more social chat among participants.

If you would like to take part, please complete this brief online questionnaire by 5 February 2021:

https://forms.gle/MwFC4BxdlYw8TYrRbA

All are welcome!

Yours
Filippo (Contesi)